As the snow falls, the village is transformed into a magical land full of wonder and whimsy. The clock strikes eight and the magic begins... the Nutcracker transforms into a caring prince ready to defend the little ones tucked in their beds. The village rejoiced with Mouse King's defeat and dreamt Santa Claus coming this Christmas Eve.
JR’s, LC’s, MC’s and PP’s include two each of 30556 and 30150-428.

- 35 Prints
- 4 - 108" Quilt Backs
- 100% Premium Cotton

108” Quilt Backs

BG PAT008 / BG PAT008G
Stand Guard
Size: 16” x 52”
Grunge. It comes in a rainbow of spectacular colors and it’s been dotted with Spots. The only thing missing was a little bit of glitz… a sprinkling of sparkle. So Grunge is now Seeing Stars – Metallic Stars – in ten beautiful colors that include holiday basics and versatile neutrals. There’s only one problem… is ten colors enough?

• 10 Prints
• 100% Premium Cotton
JR’s, LC’s, MC’s and PP’s include 4 of each sku.